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Abstract
This research article represents new direct ac to ac power transformation topology
for a three to five-phase. The power conversion process is conducted by quasi z
source direct matrix converter (QZSDMC). It’s designed by a conventional direct
matrix converter (DMC) and a quasi Z-source impedance network is connected in
series with each other. The proposed QZSDMC has input as three phases consist of
constant voltage & constant frequency and the output as five-phase variable voltage
& frequencies ac power fed to the stand-alone system. It has bidirectional operation
capability and buck-boost operation with a minimum number of switches. The
voltage transferal ratio is organized by its shoot-through duty ratio value. This
research article put forward a new control technique based on the direct duty
ratio(DDR) pulse width modulation(PWM). The suggested technique is limited here
is only for an odd number of output phases and not applied to the even number of
output phases. This article represents the effective working principle of the suggested
system in detail and it is validated using MATLAB simulation and an experimental
setup. The proposed QZSDMC topology can overcome the voltage gain limitation
and attains buck and boost conditions in all four quadrant modes. It has more
reliability, high efficiency and low cost related with a conventional back-to-back
converter.
Index Term—Direct Matrix converter, direct duty ratio, pulse width modulation,
quasi Z source DMC.

1. Introduction
The industries like automotive and production usage of adjustable speed motor drive
are emergent continuously because it has higher flexibility, higher versatility, higher
efficiency and increased energy saving [1]. A well-known topology used in industries
is a back-to-back converter. In this topology, one converter acts as a rectifier and
another one is an inverter. The main drawback of this topology is the usage of
expensive and large-sized inductors & capacitors [2]. Most of the time fault has
occurred in these two key elements only. Thus the service life is limited, very
sensitive to electromagnetic interference and other noise-creating sources. This type
of converter has a large size as a result it has a heavy weight, higher cost and
relatively high energy losses [3].
The alternative topology for the back-to-back converter is the so-called matrix
converter. The matrix converter is a controlled bidirectional ac to the ac power
converter. The power flow controller is arranged in the form of a matrix array and
it’s consisting of semiconductor switches [4]. The matrix converter is free from
intermediary DC link inductor and capacitor components and also it has the
capabilities of bi-directional power flow, sinusoidal nature of input and output sides
current from fixed frequency to variable frequency and vice versa [5]. It has a
compact design and a manageable input side power factor. The matrix converter
required one-third of volume matched with a back-to-back circuited converter
because it’s required only a small size inductor and the capacitor acts as filter
components [6].
In the initial stages, commutation problems would have occurred in the
bidirectional switches of the matrix converter. Now a day this problem would be
overcome by introducing multistep and soft current commutation techniques [7]. The
considerable applications of matrix converter are wind energy generation and
conversion systems, aircraft applications, diesel generators and utility generation
systems, high-performance sensorless ac motor and PMSM-drive system [8]. The
harmonic loss availability is higher in matrix converter fed AC motor drive system
compared with normal voltage source inverter fed drive system [9].
In the literature on matrix converter that represents single sided matrix
converter that consisting of unidirectional switches and it’s applicable to control the
BLDC and SRM drive systems [10]. Two types of matrix converters named indirect
and direct matrix converters(DMC) having their advantages and disadvantages [11].
The advantage of a direct matrix converter is single-stage conversion, but the

disadvantage is commutation problems could take place in bidirectional switches
[12]. The indirect matrix converter is free from commutation problems also it has
two-stage power conversions. More number of power electronic components are
used to build the circuit as a result more losses will take place when compared with
direct matrix converter and cost wise it is more expensive [13]. Therefore in this
paper, the DMC is only investigated and also it’s achieved the highest conversion
efficiency. Research is conducting in overmodulation regions to increase the power
conversion ratio, but the excellence of output-voltage and input-current are more
expensive. The matrix reactance frequency converter suggested improves the voltage
transfer ratio [14-15]. This topology has several disadvantages like complicated
control algorithm, poor input power factor and complicated damping control [16].
The figure-1 shows the conventional three to five-phase ZSDMC. It is a combination
of impedance source networks in series with a conventional matrix converter [17].
The advantages of the ZSDMC are overcoming the small voltage gain, allowing the
short circuit and easy commutation [18]. The disadvantages of ZSDMC are limited
voltage boost ratio (voltage gain=1.15), phase shifting by Z-network, inaccurate
control, and discontinuous current [19-20]. These drawbacks can be overcome by the
proposed new topology called QZSDMC. It has fewer components, compact in size,
wide range of buck and boost conversions, and higher efficiency.
The matrix converter having higher degrees of freedom as a result the modulation
methods are complex [21]. At first, Alesina and Venturini have established the direct
PWM technique for a three-phase matrix- converter [22-23]. This technique restricts
the output as half of the contributed input and this could be raised to 86.66% by
adding third-order harmonics into fundamental components [24-25]. The space
vector PWM (SVPWM) is a popular technique used to utilize the available input
voltages. This SVPWM technique is valid together with the direct and indirect
matrix- converter and also it provides stable output voltage even under unbalanced
input voltage [26]. The model predictive control method is recently developed and
verified by the indirect and direct matrix converters [27-28].
This paper proposed the carrier-based PWM(CPWM) technique named as
DDRPWM method for QZSDMC for multi-phase output. This technique can
overcome the drawbacks of SVPWM techniques like computation complexity, look
up table storage and burdening DSP possessor. The implementation is simple and

modular. So it can be stretched up to many input and output phases [29]. The main
advantage of this technique is flexible and highly intuitive. This PWM method does
not depend on the discontinuous offset that takes place at CPWM techniques. The
generation of switching signals utilized the continuous triangular carrier waveform
[30]. The change in the slope of the carrier waveform controls the input side current
and power factor [31].
The proposed QZSDMC is a sinusoidal nature matrix converter with odd powered
output phases. The proposed concept is validated by MATLAB simulation and
planned to implement by hardware. It is flexible, so this topology can be applied to
limit free output phases. The proposed system can be well utilized by an adjustable
speed multi-phase multi-motor drive system. This paper consisting system
configuration, equivalent circuit, control methods and performance analysis of
QZSDMC with RL load.
2. QZSDMC-Topology, Operation, and Modeling
The figure-2 shows the main circuit configuration of QZSDMC. It’s consisting of a
three-phase source, input filter, QZS-network, direct matrix converter and five-phase
RL-load. The QZS network consisting of six inductors named Lax, Lbx, Lcx (where
x=1, 2), six capacitors named as Cax, Cbx, Ccx (where x=1, 2) and three bi-directional
switches Sy (where y=a,b,c) with the same switching states, as a result, the switching
signal is represented as S0. All inductors having equal values as well as all the
capacitors are having equal values. The three-phase to five-phase power circuit
topology is connected in series with the Z source network as presented in figure-2.
For five-phase it consisting of five- legs and each consisting of bidirectional
switches. The bidirectional power flow switches consisting of two power diodes and
two IGBT switches. The power diode and IGBTs are connected in series and the
entire switching configuration should be connected in a common emitter configured
bidirectional power flow switch as shown in figure-3. The output configuration
should be odd in phases. The nature of the load connected to the power circuit should
be RL load.

The definition for switching function like
Soi=1 for the switch is in closed condition
Soi=0 for the switch is in an open condition

Where O=A, B, C, D, E represents output phases, i=a, b, c represents input
phases
The general switching constrain is
𝑆𝐴𝑖 + 𝑆𝐵𝑖 + 𝑆𝐶𝑖 + 𝑆𝐷𝑖 + 𝑆𝐸𝑖 = 1

The QZSDMC working principle consisting of two states called shoot-through
state and non-shoot through the state. The switch S0 is in an OFF state during shoot
through the state as a result the output of QZSDMC is shorted for boost operation.
The switch S0 is in ON state during non-shoot through the state, and the QZSDMC
is working as normal DMC. The equilibrium of the system should be maintained by
making all capacitors are equal and all inductors are equal.
Consider Ts as one switching cycle, consist of T1 as a shoot-through time
interval and T2 as a non-shoot through time interval. Hence Ts=T1+T2 and the shootthrough duty ratio D=T1/Ts. The output voltage equation during shoot through the
state can be represented as
𝑉𝑐𝑎1
𝑉𝑎𝑏
𝑉𝑙𝑎1
𝑉𝑙𝑏1
𝑉𝑐𝑏1
𝑉𝑐𝑏1
𝑉𝑏𝑐
𝑉𝑙𝑏1
𝑉𝑙𝑐1
𝑉𝑐𝑐1
𝑉𝑐𝑑 = 𝑉𝑙𝑐1 − 𝑉𝑙𝑑1 + 𝑉𝑐𝑐1 − 𝑉𝑐𝑑1
𝑉𝑐𝑑1
𝑉𝑑𝑒
𝑉𝑙𝑑1
𝑉𝑙𝑒1
𝑉𝑐𝑒1
(𝑉𝑒𝑎 ) ( 𝑉𝑙𝑒1 ) (𝑉𝑙𝑎1) ( 𝑉𝑐𝑒1 ) (𝑉𝑐𝑎1)

(01)

The output voltage equation during non-shoot through the state can be
represented as
𝑉𝑐𝑎1
𝑉𝑎𝑏
𝑉𝑙𝑎1
𝑉𝑙𝑏1
𝑉𝑐𝑏1
𝑉𝑎′ 𝑏 ′
𝑉𝑐𝑏1
𝑉𝑏𝑐
𝑉𝑙𝑏1
𝑉𝑙𝑐1
𝑉𝑐𝑐1
𝑉𝑏 ′ 𝑐 ′
𝑉𝑐𝑑 = 𝑉𝑙𝑐1 − 𝑉𝑙𝑑1 + 𝑉𝑐𝑐1 − 𝑉𝑐𝑑1 + 𝑉𝑐 ′ 𝑑′
𝑉𝑐𝑑1
𝑉𝑑𝑒
𝑉𝑙𝑑1
𝑉𝑙𝑒1
𝑉𝑐𝑒1
𝑉𝑑 ′ 𝑒 ′
(𝑉𝑒𝑎 ) ( 𝑉𝑙𝑒1 ) (𝑉𝑙𝑎1) ( 𝑉𝑐𝑒1 ) (𝑉𝑐𝑎1) ( 𝑉𝑒′𝑎′ )

(02)

During the steady-state condition over one switching cycle in the inductor, the
average voltage is zero. The symmetrical voltages across three-phase capacitors are

𝑉𝑎′𝑏′
𝑉𝑎𝑏
1
(𝑉𝑏 ′ 𝑐 ′) =
( 𝑉𝑏𝑐 )
1 − 2𝐷
𝑉𝑐′𝑎′
𝑉𝑐𝑎

(03)

The boost factor B for ZSDMC can be expressed as
𝐵𝑍𝑆𝐷𝑀𝐶 =

𝑉𝑜
1
=
𝑉𝑖 √3𝐷2 − 3𝐷 + 1

(04)

The boost factor B for QZSDMC can be stated as
𝐵𝑄𝑍𝑆𝐷𝑀𝐶 =

𝑉𝑜
1
=
𝑉𝑖 1 − 2𝐷

(05)

Where, Vo=Amplitude of output voltage, Vi= Amplitude of input voltage
Thus the voltage gain “G” for the QZS network using boost factor and modulation
index, over one switching cycle is [32]
G=BM

(06)

3. Direct duty ratio PWM for QZSDMC
The detailed concept of direct duty ratio PWM for QZSDMC is discussed here and
it’s modular. The direct duty ratio PWM technique was developed on basis of average
output voltage per-phase over one switching period concept [33]. This technique is
appropriate to the universal converter topology. The three-phase input sinusoidal
nature waveform having a continuous change in values concerning time. The
minimum, medium and maximum among the three natural sinusoidal input signals
can be represented as MIN, MID and MAX respectively. The carrier waveform
having two sub-intervals namely T1 and T2 over a one-switching period Ts. Here T1
represents the time of triangular carrier-rising slope and T2 represents the time of
triangular carrier-falling slope. During the triangular carrier-positive slope (interval
T1) the duty ratio will be calculated only using MAX and MIN amplitude among all

five-phase voltage values and not used the MID value (MAX(VA, VB, VC, VD, VE)MIN(VA, VB, VC, VD, VE)). In this time interval T1 initially output follows the MAX
among all inputs and then it follows MIN among all the inputs. During the triangular
carrier-negative slope (interval T2) the duty ratio will be calculated by considering
two cases. In case-I, if MAX-MID>MID-MIN the output follows the MAX value for
the definite period and MID value for the remaining period. In case-II, if MAXMID<MID-MIN the output follows the MID value for the definite period and MIN
value for the remaining period. Among these two cases, the duty ratio will be
calculated by using the largest two line-to-line voltages. This work will be done to
balance the volt-sec principle[34].
This part of the paper represents the generation of switching signals during case-I
and case-II. The figure-4 illustrate the block diagram representation of the direct duty
ratio PWM algorithm. At first, the input voltages are observed by their qualified
levels and the MAX, MID and MIN value of each phase are determined. The next
step is to regulate the duty ratio value by using the output reference value. The
controlled PWM pulses are generated by comparing the triangular nature carrier
waveform into calculated duty ratio per phase values. These generated controlled
PWM pulses are used to control the bi-directional switches for making these kinds
of DMC to regulate the power flow among the source and load terminals.

In case-I calculation and generation of controlled gating signals for the Nth
output, the phase is developed by satisfying the condition MAX-MID≥MID-MIN.
The development of the gating signals pattern is as shown in figure-5 for one
switching period. The assumption made for drawing the switching pattern for the Nth
output phase is like MAX for phase “A”, MID for phase “B” and MIN for phase “C”.
The relative variations in magnitude among the input phases desire the switching
pattern. Now calculate the duty ratio Dn1(n=1,2,3,4,5) and then generate the Nth
output pattern that will act as a gating pattern for the matrix converter for the first
sub-interval (tk1). If the slope of the carrier triangular waveform is positive and the
magnitude of duty ratio is greater than the magnitude of the triangular carrier
waveform then the output must follow the MIN of the input signal. For second and
third sub-intervals(tk2, tk3), if the slope of the carrier triangular waveform is either
positive or negative and the magnitude of the carrier triangular waveform is greater
than the magnitude of duty ratio then the output must follow the MAX of the input
signal. For the fourth sub-interval (tk4), if the slope of the carrier triangular waveform

is negative and less than the magnitude of the direct duty ratio values then the output
follows the MID of the input signals. Thus the resulting sequences of change in
output voltages are like MIN→MAX→MID. The four sub-intervals can be
represented as [26-27]

𝑡𝐾1 = 𝐷𝑛1 𝛿𝑇𝑠

𝑡𝐾2 = (1 − 𝐷)𝑛1 𝛿𝑇𝑠

𝑡𝐾3 = (1 − 𝐷)𝑛1 (1 − 𝛿)𝑇𝑠

(07)

𝑡𝐾4 = 𝐷𝑛1 (1 − 𝛿)𝑇𝑠

𝑇𝑠 = 𝑡𝐾1 + 𝑡𝐾2 + 𝑡𝐾3 + 𝑡𝐾4
Where Dn1-Nth phase duty ratio value for case-I,
δ- carrier slope fraction = T1/Ts.
Now apply the volt-second principle to the PWM control
∗
𝑉𝑜𝑛
𝑇𝑠

𝑇𝑆

= ∫ 𝑉𝑜𝑛 𝑑𝑡
0

=MIN (VA,VB,VC,VD,VE)*𝑡𝐾1 + MAX (VA,VB,VC,VD,VE)*(𝑡𝐾2 + 𝑡𝐾3 )+
MID (VA,VB,VC,VD,VE)*𝑡𝐾4

(08)

Substitute the equation 7 to 8

1 𝑇𝑆
= ∫ 𝑉𝑜𝑛 𝑑𝑡
𝑇𝑠 0
= 𝐷𝑛1 (δ.MIN (VA,VB,VC,VD,VE) - δ.MID (VA,VB,VC,VD,VE) + MID
(VA,VB,VC,VD,VE) - MAX (VA,VB,VC,VD,VE)) + MAX (VA,VB,VC,VD,VE)
∗
𝑉𝑜𝑛

Where Ts-sample period
∗
𝑉𝑜𝑛
- Reference output voltage of nth phase

𝑉𝑜𝑛 − Actual output voltage of the nth phase

The duty ratio for case-I obtained from equation 9 is

(09)

∗
MAX (𝑉𝐴 , 𝑉𝐵 , 𝑉𝐶 , 𝑉𝐷 , 𝑉𝐸 ) − 𝑉𝑜𝑛
𝐷𝑛1 =
∆ + 𝛿(MID (𝑉𝐴 , 𝑉𝐵 , 𝑉𝐶 , 𝑉𝐷 , 𝑉𝐸 ) − MIN (𝑉𝐴 , 𝑉𝐵 , 𝑉𝐶 , 𝑉𝐷 , 𝑉𝐸 ))
Where, ∆ = {MAX (VA,VB,VC,VD,VE) - MID (VA,VB,VC,VD,VE)}

(10)

In the second case gating signal calculation and generation for the Nth output, the
phase is developed by satisfying the condition MAX-MID<MID-MIN. The gating
pattern calculation and generation are shown in figure-6 for the one switching period.
Now calculate the duty ratio Dn2 and generate the Nth output gating pattern for matrix
converter same like case-I. The only difference between case-I and case-II is at time
interval tk4 the output follows the MID instead of MAX. The remaining time intervals
are the same as in the previous case. Thus the resulting sequences of change in output
voltage are like MIN→MAX→MID→MIN.
Now apply the volt-second principle to the PWM control
∗
𝑉𝑜𝑛
𝑇𝑠

𝑇𝑆

= ∫ 𝑉𝑜𝑛 𝑑𝑡
0

=MIN (VA,VB,VC,VD,VE)*(𝑡𝐾1 + 𝑡𝐾4 ) + MAX (VA,VB,VC,VD,VE)*𝑡𝐾2 +
MID (VA,VB,VC,VD,VE)* 𝑡𝐾3

(11)

Substitute the equation 7 to 11

1 𝑇𝑆
= ∫ 𝑉𝑜𝑛 𝑑𝑡
𝑇𝑠 0
= 𝐷𝑛2 {MIN (VA,VB,VC,VD,VE) - δ.MAX (VA,VB,VC,VD,VE) - MID
(12)
(VA,VB,VC,VD,VE) +𝛿.MID (VA,VB,VC,VD,VE)} + δ.MAX (VA,VB,VC,VD,VE)
- 𝛿.MID (VA,VB,VC,VD,VE) + MID (VA,VB,VC,VD,VE)
∗
𝑉𝑜𝑛

The duty ratio can be obtained as
𝐷𝑛2

∗
δ. ∆ + (MID (𝑉𝐴 , 𝑉𝐵 , 𝑉𝐶 , 𝑉𝐷 , 𝑉𝐸 ) − 𝑉𝑜𝑛
)
=
𝛿. ∆ + (MID (𝑉𝐴 , 𝑉𝐵 , 𝑉𝐶 , 𝑉𝐷 , 𝑉𝐸 ) − MIN (𝑉𝐴 , 𝑉𝐵 , 𝑉𝐶 , 𝑉𝐷 , 𝑉𝐸 ))

(13)

4. Shoot through boost control for QZSDMC
Now introducing shoot through’s in the QZS network. The output voltage is
not affecting by shoot through to exchange a few zero states in the QZSDMC. In
matrix converter zero state denotes all the output phases associated with the similar

input phase. This condition will happen when all the output phase voltages compared
to the carrier signal are higher or lower. As a result, the shoot-through reference
should be greater than the maximum reference and lesser than the minimum
reference. The figure-7 shows the carrier-based PWM control technique for the
QZSDMC. The top envelop represents MAX voltage and the bottom envelope
represents MIN voltage among all three input phase voltages. During each switching
period, the shoot through references matched with the carrier signal and the shoot
through pulses for controlling output is generated. The figure-8 represents QZS
network shoot-through states.
The output boost will be achieved through these two shoots through references
based on their envelope [32].
𝑉𝑆𝑇 =

𝑛(𝑉𝑚𝑎𝑥 − 𝑉𝑚𝑖𝑛 ) + (𝑉𝑚𝑎𝑥 + 𝑉𝑚𝑖𝑛 )
2

(14)

Where n-determine shoot-through duty ratio

-0.5<n<0.5pu
Therefore,

M-modulation index<0.5

1 + 4𝑀
≤𝑛≤1
3

Vmax-top envelop of the reference voltage
Vmin-bottom envelop of the reference voltage
The output reference should be any frequency with any phase angle without
harmonic addition. The shoot-through interval can be deliberate by
𝑇𝑆𝑇 =

Where TST-shoot through a period
TS-switching period

1−𝑛
𝑇𝑠
2

The shoot-through duty ratio for half carrier cycle should be

(15)

𝐷ℎ =

1−𝑛
2

(16)

5. Simulation result for the proposed modulation scheme
The direct duty ratio PWM scheme is implemented in a three to five-phase
QZSDMC. The simulation work is supported to study the operation and performance
of this converter in the whole range of operations. The suggested modulation scheme
for QZSDMC provides excellent performance in all the operating regions. The
MATLAB/Simulink platform is used to develop the simulation model by using the
library block of simpowersystem. The block diagram representation of the suggested
PWM is presented in figure-9. The output expected voltage and the input references
in the form of MAX, MID and MIN are set to the duty ratio control block. Then the
generated duty ratio is matched with the high-frequency triangular carrier waveform.
As per the control law, the output pattern for controlling the output voltage is directly
derived and these control signals are given to the switches. The particular simulation
system parameters are given in the table-I and the suitable discrete filter components
are chosen for the required simulation results.
The embedded MATLAB function block is used to write the required
MATLAB code. The resulting waveform of the input and output quantities are as
shown from figure-10 to figure-11. The unity power factor(UPF) is sustained at the
input side. This UPF does not depend on the output power factor as displayed in the
figure-10.a, 10.b. The figure-10.a, 10.b represents the input-side voltage and current
spectrum and the magnitude values of 100 V, 4.2 A respectively. The figure-10.c,
10.d represents the total harmonic distortion (THD) of input voltage, current and it’s
considered over a wide range of the spectrum. The voltage THD and current THD
values are 4.7%, 6.7% respectively. These THD values are less than the IEEE 5191999 standard limits. The figure-10 represents the maintenance of the UPF at the
output side and it does not depend on the input power factor. The figure-11 represents
the output voltage and current waveform five-phase 50 Hz system. The voltage and
current magnitude values are 245V, 4.2A respectively. The voltage THD and current
THD values are 7.3, 5.11 respectively. The controlled switching signals given to the
bi-directional control switches are as shown in figure.12.
The figure-13 represents the input voltage, input current, output voltage and
output current waveforms after implemented the filter components. It shows the

proposed control technique is working in a predetermined path. The switching
stresses are reduced by well-organized utilization of switches.
6. Real-time implementation
The prototype model for three to five-phase QZSDMC is developed and the
suggested modulation scheme can be fulfilled to perform the energy conversion
process. The schematic block diagram representation of the suggested system is
displayed in the figure-14.
7. Conclusion
This research paper proposed a new modulation technique for QZSDMC. The
established modulation scheme is constructed based on the DDR-PWM technique
and it’s easy to instrument in real-time. The proposed modulation scheme with
QZSDMC chokes the limitation of traditional DMC. The concentrated voltage
transfer ratio is the main limitation of DMC. This QZSDMC produced the sinusoidal
output voltages without any limitations in the output frequency; hence any
frequencies can be achievable. The industrial applications of DMC will be increased
by the proposed control scheme with QZSDMC. The different industries can feed the
power to the load by using this type of direct duty ratio-based QZSDMC. The
proposed converter with a control scheme can work at its rated load condition with
the small values QZS network components. The direct duty ratio-based QZSDMC
having less commutation problem compared with the traditional DMC because the
requirements of dead time are nil in the QZS-network. The QZSDMC required a
reduced number of switches and using these minimum numbers of switches the
circuit can perform both the buck and boost operations. The main benefits of the
projected QZSDMC circuit, when compared with traditional DMC, are higher
reliability during the abnormal operating condition, higher efficiency, and regulated
output, low cost, fewer commutation effects and greater voltage gain compared with
traditional DMC. The suggested modulation scheme is tested by MATLAB
simulation and the same result is validating by the results getting from the hardware
implementation in the future.
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technique required small computational elements and memory compared with other
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Figure 4
Block Diagram Representation of Direct Duty Ratio PWM Algorithm
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Carrier-Based PWM Control Technique for the QZSDMC
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Controlled switching signals for each leg
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Figure 14
Schematic block diagram representation of the proposed system

